“We whole heartedly recommend “Yorkshire Pergolas”, for first-class service. So glad we found these guys – reasonably priced,
top-class materials used, first-class work from the team especially Mick and De – super professional job. They built us a sunroom
with such friendly service, will definitely spend a lot of time in there absolutely love it!”

Customer in Driffield, East Riding of Yorkshire March 2021

Not just a Pergola...

Not Just a Pergola - The inspiration
behind Yorkshire Pergolas...
“For many years travelling all over the continent
I would see beautiful pergolas outside bars or
restaurants. I was fascinated by their beauty and
practicality - how they transformed outside spaces
into somewhere that could be used whatever the
weather. Shading from the sun in hot weather or
protecting from the cold or rain.

Whether it’s a place to entertain, a home office,
a retreat to to enjoy a book or a way to extend
a busy bar or restaurant a Garden Pergola can be all
these things - practically, beautifully and with style.
Now browse our range and fall in love with a
pergola, just as I did all those years ago”

And I thought - why not here in the UK?
Now in 2020 with international travel being
more difficult than at any time in the recent past,
recreating the atmosphere of those special places
we love on our travels is more important to us than
ever before. A pergola is the perfect way to create
our own special places - right here at home.
So, my quest started to find some of the best
pergola suppliers like our premium partners Tarasola
and Sunparadise in Europe and bring pergolas to
the UK, so every home or business can create that
special place.
I took the time to meet both suppliers to make sure
that not only did they represent quality, value for
money and reliability but that they shared the same
ethos that had made Beautifully Shuttered
the success that it has been. Happily, they shared
the same passion to bring Pergolas to a UK
audience that I did!

Five Star Quality every time!
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Charlie’s Handy Guide to the Perfect Pergola
When we quote for a pergola we like to have as much information as possible about how you’ll use the pergola, where it’ll be
going and the colours, styles and accesories that you’d like to consider. This helps us to prepare a quote quickly so you can start
the process of getting your own special place as soon as possible!
Once you’ve browsed our website and downloaded our brochure you’ll probably have a good idea which style of pergola you want to
consider. It’s important to take into consideration the characteristics of each style as some are more suitable for certain settings than
others and they all have diﬀerent features. Narrow it down to two options, these can be the same style with diﬀerent options such as
style, roof type or diﬀerent accessories. The following steps will help you have all the information we need prepared before we visit you so
we can get you a quote as quickly as possible.

Consider your location. Where will the
pergola be sited on your home or
business? We need a clear
photograph of this as it will help us
advise you on which pergola may suit
your property best

Decide on the style you
would like and note it
down. Our most popular
styles are Vista and
Elegancy but we have lots
of others which can suit
everything from a large
terrace to a balcony!

1 | Vista

What type of property you have is an
important consideration if you want
the pergola to be wall mounted as
you’ll need suﬃcient height below the
roof line. Supplying us with a photo
can help us to help you make that
decision.

Choose your accessories - pergolas can have a
variety of accessories including sliding glass
doors, automated zip blinds, sliding shutters,
heating, lighting, music and automatic controls
so have a look at the options for the pergola
style you’ve chosen and note down all the
options you’d like quoting for.

How will you use your pergola?
Will it be used only in summer or do
you want to use it all year round?

Choose your size (you’ll likely have
to measure up for this). We need
approximate measurements for
width, length and projection (how
much it stands out from the
property).

Choose whether you would like a freestanding pergola or one that is
attached to your property.
How much and what sort of furniture will you want to
use in your pergola? This will determine how big your
pergola may need to be and whether you may need
accessories such as glazing...

Groundworks &
Electrical Services

Approved Contrator

Choose your colours, for the frame a colour
for the coating and for the roof either a
louvre colour or a fabric colour. This can be
decided at the site survey but if you require a
speciﬁc non-standard RAL colour we need to
know beforehand as this will aﬀect the price.

It’s important to consider what you need to do to make a
pergola possible as Yorkshire Pergolas don’t do any
groundworks or the ﬁnal electrical installation to your
home, you’ll need to arrange this with a qualiﬁed and
approved local contractor. You may also want to
consider any obstacles and ﬁttings already in place as
that may mean you can’t ﬁt a pergola on some sites (this
is why a photo is important!).

Once you’ve done these steps give Charlie a call on 07939 121 987 and give him the details you’ve noted and
your requirements. He’ll take a look at these and then he’ll call you to conﬁrm them or ask any questions.
Once he has all these details he‘ll prepare a budget quotation for your acceptance. If you’re happy then he’ll
arrange a design consultation!

Yorkshire’s Original and
Best Pergola Company
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Vista

Vista
The Vista Pergola is an elegant pavilion with a rustic appearance and design and is the most advanced
and technical of our models. With an automatic, bioclimatic roof with aluminium slats that rotate from 0 to
135º smoothly adjusting rotation to provide you with precise control of light and air circulation whatever
the weather. It’s robust construction makes it particularly resistant to all weathers and accessories such as
lighting, glazing, heating and the addition of blinds makes it ideal for use all year round.
Product characteristics:
• When the roof is closed, it is totally resistant to rain. Water is drained off through the integrated
guttering system which is hidden.
• Can be upto 4.2m width and have a maximum projection of 7m
• Can be wall mounted or free standing
• The remote controlled roof of the Vista can be folded and unfolded according to your needs.
• Solid aluminium construction.
• Modular joining of elements to cover an area of any size.
• Resistant to the extremes of temperature and UV rays.
• Resistant to wind - works even if wind speed is above 120km/h
• Possibility of powder coating in any RAL colour.
• Load bearing and able to stand snow weight.
• Sliding glazing systems and screener blinds available.
• LED spotlights available.
• LED lighting (RGB colour) can be installed.
The colour of the emitted light can be changed with a
remote control.
• Infrared Heaters Available
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“Excellent service throughout by
Charlie and his team.
They not only carried out a brilliant and
professional service, but went the extra mile to
please at a difficult time of year.
The final finishing touches were even carried out
on Christmas eve! Would not hesitate to highly
recommend the Company and the guys. ”
Customer in Stafford 07/01/2021
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“Charlie and his team of fitters have given us a
Pergola to be proud of.
Aluminium Construction in Anthracite with cream
adjustable roof and fully glazed with sliding doors.
If you are considering a Pergola we fully recommend
Yorkshire Pergolas who have been fantastic to deal with
since day one. His team of people worked in some dreadful
weather and have given us an end product that has exceeded
our expectations.
It’s not just what they did which has impressed but the
manner in which they did it. Professional and courteous
at all times we felt they went above and beyond and fully
recommend the company. Product appears to be excellent
and fitted with attention to detail.
Well done everyone and Thank you!! ”
Mr Montgomery – Stafford 05.01.2021
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“Excellent product, terrific team...
Charlie was helpful and easy to deal with and gave
good advice on pre-order inspection of the site. The
team who came from Yorkshire to us in Devon were
friendly, efficient and work hard. We are delighted
with the result and the pergola will be a great addition
to our home.”
“Thank you Charlie and team!”

Tim & Caroline, Devon
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“What a stunning out door extension to our
contemporary bungalow. It sits perfectly attached and
gives us an extra room providing shade from the sun
and shelter from the rain. Our outdoor dining room is
perfect, and now we have a fabulous pergola!
Charlie and his team have created a beautiful space
for us and we love it!”
“Best wishes for the year ahead”
Mr & Mrs J - Haxby, York 2020
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‘Our pergola has helped transform our outdoor living . We’ve extended outdoor life into early spring and
late autumn as well as the odd winter barbecue! Great people and service both during and afterward.
Being able to full close the roof helps retain heat and then various options to open are great. We’d
recommend as an investment well worth making . Makes the neighbours jealous!’

Darren G - Saxondale Nottingham

Request A Quotation
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Elegancy

20 | Elegancy

Elegancy
The Elegancy Pergola is a classic, elegant awning ideal for terraces. It looks stylish and elegant whilst
being practical and functional. With a corrosion resistant extruded aluminium base and a retractable
waterproof awning made from our exclusive TechProtect fabric it also includes a protective system visor to
shield the awning and the motor. It is suitable for a range of weather conditions and can be used from the
early spring through until late autumn with ease, becoming the ideal place for relaxing, entertaining
or dining.
Product characteristics:
• Total water resistance to roof with hidden guttering system.
• Remote controlled roof can be folded according to your needs.
• Can be upto 13.5m width and have a maximum projection of 6.0m.
• Can be wall mounted or free standing.
• Modular construction means it is possible to cover an area of any size with our terrace canopies. The
minimum number of the struts means land use can be planned easily.
• Resistant to the extremes of temperature and UV rays.
• Resistant to wind - works even if wind speed is above 120km/h.
• Possibility of powder coating in any RAL colour.
• Load bearing and able to stand snow weight.
• Sliding glazing systems and screener blinds available.
• LED spotlights available.
• Infrared Heaters Available.
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Request A Quotation
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Light
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Light
The Light Pergola is a modern, clean looking design with medium and large terraces in mind. With it’s
minimal construction it gives a light, airy feel to the outdoor space. It mounts directly on a wall and has the
option to include accessories such as intergrated lighting and heating. It provides the ideal place to relax in
the open air with a waterproof roof providing protection from sun and rain.
Product characteristics:
• Can be upto 13m width and have a maximum projection of 6.0m
• Wall-mounted version only
• Total water resistance to roof with hidden guttering system
• Remote controlled roof can be folded according to your needs.
• Modular construction means it is possible to cover an area of any size with our terrace canopies.
The minimum number of the struts means land use can be planned easily.
• Resistant to the extremes of temperature and UV rays.
• Resistant to wind - class 3.
• Possibility of powder coating in any RAL colour
• Screener blinds available.
• LED spotlights available.
• Infrared Heaters Available.
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‘Our pergola has helped transform our outdoor living . We’ve
extended outdoor life into early spring and late autumn as well
as the odd winter barbecue! Great people and service both
during and afterward. Being able to full close the roof helps
retain heat and then various options to open are great. We’d
recommend as an investment well worth making . Makes the
neighbours jealous!’

Darren G - Saxondale Nottingham
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Request A Quotation
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Flat
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Flat
The Flat Pergola is designed to fit into modern developments with landscaped gardens or terraces
being ideal for roof terraces and balcony style outside spaces. It’s construction is made up of an
extruded aluminium base and a retractable awning made from our exclusive TechProtect fabric.
With clear and classic lines, the strong, stable design means you don’t compromise style or function.
With accessories such as, heating, lighting and glazing you can have your own secluded outdoor retreat
from spring to autumn.
Product characteristics:
• Can be upto 13m width and have a maximum projection of 6.0m.
• Can be wall mounted or free standing.
• Total water resistance to roof with hidden guttering system.
• Remote controlled roof can be folded according to your needs.
• Modular construction means it is possible to cover an area of any size with our terrace canopies. The
minimum number of the struts means land use can be planned easily.
• Resistant to the extremes of temperature and UV rays.
• Resistant to wind even over 120km/h.
• Possibility of powder coating in any RAL colour.
• Sliding glazing systems and screener blinds available.
• LED spotlights available.
• Infrared Heaters Available
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‘Charlie and his team are the best. Super professional, hard working
and reliable. The whole process from start to finish was supported
with great communication and a friendly service. The product is
first class, with over and above service, plus solutions. We can’t
recommend highly enough’

Cuckoo Bar ~ Greater Manchester
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Request A Quotation
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Cubic

Cubic
The Cubic Pergola is a standout product with a distinctive hexagonal construction and cubic appearance.
With a retractable waterproof awning made from our exclusive TechProtect fabric it has appeal to those
who appreciate creative style and those looking for a more architectural, designed quality to their outside
space. It can be used as a free-standing structure or attached to a wall. With our range of accessories such
as heating, lighting, blinds and glazing it can provide a beautiful outdoor retreat from the early spring to
late autumn.
Product characteristics:
• Can be upto 13m width and have a maximum projection of 6.0m.
• Can be wall mounted or free standing.
• Total water resistance to roof with hidden guttering system.
• Remote controlled roof can be folded according to your needs.
• Modular construction means it is possible to cover an area of any size with our terrace canopies.
The minimum number of the struts means land use can be planned easily.
• Resistant to the extremes of temperature and UV rays.
• Resistant to wind even over 120km/h.
• Possibility of powder coating in any RAL colour.
• Sliding glazing systems and screener blinds available.
• LED spotlights available.
• Infrared Heaters Available
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“Three years ago we were looking to
have shutters in our home, that’s when
we came across Charlie at Beautifully
Shuttered. We were absolutely
delighted with the shutters! Charlie’s
attention to detail and knowledge of the
product was second-to-none.
When we heard that Charlie had
expanded his business into garden
pergolas it was an easy decision to ask
his advice and provide a quotation for
our garden. The result is amazing! We
have had so many compliments about
our garden pergola. Once again the
experience was stress-free, and his
passion for and knowledge of pergolas
was clear.
I would highly recommend Charlie and
his team......keep up the good work
guys!”

Mrs C, Driffield, East Yorkshire
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Request A Quotation
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Loft
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Loft
The Loft Pergola is a Scandinavian style awning with simple beautiful lines that compliment any garden.
It has a unique shape that gives a high level of privacy whilst being spacious and airy with a gable roof
and a folding awning that rolls towards the edges of the roof space to open up and enable you to enjoy
the sun when you wish to whilst providing the right level of shade. It provides the perfect combination of
traditional and modern design to suit any outdoor space.
Product characteristics:
• Can be upto 13m width and have a maximum projection of 7m.
• Total water resistance to roof with hidden guttering system.
• Remote controlled roof can be folded according to your needs.
• Modular construction means it is possible to cover an area of any size with our terrace canopies.
The minimum number of the struts means land use can be planned easily.
• Possible roof inclinations: 15, 20 & 30 degrees.
• Resistant to the extremes of temperature and UV rays.
• Resistant to wind even over 120km/h.
• Possibility of powder coating in any RAL colour.
• Screener blinds available.
• LED spotlights available.
• Infrared heaters available.
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Request A Quotation
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Simple

Simple
The Simple Pergola is the perfect balance between price and style. It suits both traditional and modern
settings and is a wall mounted only option that suits residential settings perfectly. The awning comes with
two control options of a manual crank handle or a motorised control and is simple and functional to use
whilst being stylish and elegant. Adding lighting and heating creates the perfect space to relax from spring
to autumn.
Product characteristics:
• Comes in wall-mounted version only.
• Can be upto 7m width and have a maximum projection of 5m.
• Total water resistance to roof with hidden guttering system.
• Remote controlled roof can be folded according to your needs.
• Modular construction means it is possible to cover an area of any size with our terrace canopies.
The minimum number of the struts means land use can be planned easily.
• Resistant to the extremes of temperature and UV rays.
• Resistant to wind - class 3.
• Possibility of powder coating in any RAL colour.
• Screener blinds available.
• LED spotlights available.
• Infrared heaters available.
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Request A Quotation
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Wave
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Wave
The Wave Pergola is a pergola with a manually controlled canopy. It’s soft wave shaping gives a light airy
feel that belies it’s sturdy aluminium construction and the wave shaping on it’s canopy is visually pleasing
but is sturdy enough to provide effective protection against rain and sun. The imitation wood varnish look
provides a unique ‘rustic’ feel which will complement most terrace or garden settings and to provide a
sturdy, weatherproof alternative to real wood pergolas which the design reflects.
Product characteristics:
• Controlled manually by a cord
• Can be upto 7m width and have a maximum projection of 6m
• A unique option for existing installations to add style and function to outside space.
• Easy manual control.
• Unique ‘wave’ fabric shape in a variety of lovely fabrics which are sun and weatherproof.
• Custom colours available for the construction including wood varnish finish.
• Drainage to one side of pergola option.
• A selection of accessories including lighting and heating.
• Possibility of powder coating in any RAL colour and wood-like varnish.
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Request A Quotation
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Pro Air

62 | Wave

Pro Air
The Pro Air Pergola is the perfect solution for use in verandas, conservatories, bungalows or extensions.
Wall-mounted, but with a sturdy supporting frame the Pro Air is substantial and highly resistant to wind
damage meaning it is ideal for situations where wind may mean awnings aren’t a practical solution. With
a choice of frame colours and a wide range of stylish fabrics there’s something to suit every home. With
easy-to-use motorised controls and the option to install lighting and heating it really is an affordable,
stylish solution for any outdoor area.
Product characteristics:
• Easily installed wall-mounted system.
• Remote controlled roof can be folded according to your needs.
• Choice of RAL colours for the frame.
• Resistant to the extremes of temperature and UV rays.
• Resistant to wind.
• Ideal for mounting on areas where there is a low roof or limited space.
• Option to fit lighting or heating.
• Up to 6 metre projection and up to 5 metre width.
• Choice of a range of stylish, fade resistant fabrics.
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Colour Choices
All our Pergolas come in a variety of colour combinations for both the construction and the louvres
including custom colours from the RAL colour palette at a small extra charge. Listed below are the colour
options for the fabrics that come with the Pro Air range. For all other Pergolas please see the colour choices
section at the back of this brochure.

8268 SR Blanco

8278 SR Seda

8272 SR Marfil

8267 SR Beige

2047 SR Coco

2075 SR Siroco

2027 SR Azafran

8279 SR Teja

2422 SR Cafe

8265 SR Amarillo

8274 SR Naranja

8277 SR Rojo

8270 SR Granate

8276 SR Azul Real

8266 SR Azul

8273 SR Marino

8280 SR Verde

8269 SR Botella

8271 SR Gris

8285 SR Tweed Negro

8275 SR Negro

8287 SR Leo

8291 SR Siena

8286 SR Kansas

8292 SR Tauro

8285 SR Arizona

8288 SR Nevada

8289 SR Parma

8284 SR Aries

8290 SR Piscis
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Sunparadise
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Sunparadise Glazing and Canopies
Sunparadise sliding and folding walls are the perfect way to enjoy outdoor space in comfort. Giving you
a wide range of options to fit different outdoor spaces the glazing and the Pure glazed patio canopy are
the perfect way to create a light, airy space that you can enjoy all year round. With the hightest quality
windproofing, thermal insulation and security our glazing and canopy options positively beckon you
outside to enjoy your outdoor space in new ways.
Product characteristics:
• Lightweight but sturdy and durable.
• Long-life and with complete recyclability.
• Exellent thermal insulation.
• Easy to use and space saving.
• Resistant to wind.
• Good sound insulation.
• Waterproof and windproof.
• High level of security options.
• Perfect for commercial or domestic settings.
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Request A Quotation
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Commercial
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Commercial Pergolas
Commercial pergolas are a great way of
extending into outdoor space to create
useable areas for commercial activity
such as bars, restaurants, cafés or
shops. At the moment this is especially
important and the need to be able to
create more space in which customers
can be asafely accommodated is an
important consideration. Our pergolas
provide a variety of options from
large glazed styles to more awning
like structures. We have pergolas that
can be installed in a variety of spaces
from large to small with freestanding
or lean-to options. Accessories such as
heating, lighting and music provide the
finishing touch and with waterproof
and retractable/louvred roof options
our pergolas can be used in different
weather conditions - meaning you can
continue doing what you do best!
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Charlie’s Handy Guide to the
Perfect Commercial Pergola
When we quote for a commercial pergola it’s a little bit diﬀerent so we can make that
process smoother we’ll need some information from you beforehand!
You’ve likely already browsed our website and downloaded our brochure and you’ll probably have a good idea which style of
pergola you want to consider. It’s important to take into consideration the characteristics of each style as some are more
suitable for certain settings than others and they all have diﬀerent features. Narrow it down to two options, these can be the
same style with diﬀerent options such as style, roof type or diﬀerent accessories. The following steps will help you have all the
information we need prepared before we visit you so we can get you a quote as quickly as possible.

Commercial properties are diﬀerent
and may require permission from
leaseholders and the council to install a
pergola. There will also be ﬁre and
capacity regulations as well as social
distancing to consider. Check with
either the council or the leaseholder to
ﬁnd out whether they are in agreement
before you decide to go ahead.

How will you use your pergola? Will it be
used only in summer or do you want to use it
all year round? How much outdoor space do
you have and how will your customers use it.
Is there enough capacity to use it in a safe
manner both for social distancing and to
comply with ﬁre regulations?

How much and what sort of furniture will you
want to use in your pergola? This will determine
how big your pergola may need to be and whether
you may need accessories such as glazing...
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Consider your location. Where will the
pergola be sited on your business? We
need a clear photograph of this as it will
help us advise you on which pergola may
suit your property best. What type of
property you have is an important
consideration if you want the pergola to
be wall mounted as you’ll need suﬃcient
height below the roof line. Supplying us
with a photo can help us to help you
make that decision.

Choose whether you would like a freestanding pergola or one that is
attached to your property. This will depend on your outside space and
considerations such as access and any planning regulations that may be
pertinent to your business type

Decide on the style you would
like and note it down. Our
most popular commercial
pergola is the Flat style but we
have many more which can
suit everything from a large
terrace to a balcony!

Choose your size (you’ll likely have to measure up for
this). We need approximate measurements for width,
length and projection (how much it stands out from
the property).

Choose your accessories pergolas can have a variety of
accessories including sliding
glass doors, automated zip
blinds, sliding shutters, heating,
lighting, music and automatic
controls so have a look at the
options for the pergola style
you’ve chosen and note down
all the options you’d like
quoting for.

Groundworks &
Electrical Services

Approved Contrator

Choose your colours, for the
frame a colour for the coating
and for the roof either a louvre
colour or a fabric colour. This can
be decided at the site survey but
if you require a speciﬁc
non-standard RAL colour we
need to know beforehand as this
will aﬀect the price.

It’s important to consider what you need to do to make a pergola possible as
Yorkshire Pergolas don’t do any groundworks or the ﬁnal electrical installation
to your home, you’ll need to arrange this with a qualiﬁed and approved local
contractor. You may also want to consider any obstacles and ﬁttings already in
place as that may mean you can’t ﬁt a pergola on some sites (this is why a
photo is important!).

Once you’ve done these steps give Charlie a call on 07939 121 987 and give him the details you’ve noted
and your requirements. He’ll take a look at these and then he’ll call you to conﬁrm them or ask any questions.
Once he has all these details he‘ll prepare a budget quotation for your acceptance. If you’re happy then he’ll
arrange a design consultation!

Yorkshire’s Original and
Best Pergola Company
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Glazing
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Glazing
Sliding glazing systems combine function with elegance.
Providing the option to use your pergola all year round.
Easy installation into the pergola of trolley mounted sliding
glass panels mean the sliding mouldings are almost invisible
giving uninterrupted views of the landscape that you can
enjoy at any time of the year. Create your space and enjoy
the outdoors all year round.
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Request A Quotation
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Screener
Zip Blinds
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Request A Quotation
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Tracked Shutters
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Tracked Shutters
Tracked shutters are a perfect option for both style
and privacy. Providing a perfect solution for long glazed
panels tracked shutters are perfect for both doors and
windows. Stylish and convenient they are an excellent
way to control light.
We can provide a wide range of lovely colours and
finishes including our popular Atlantic waterproof range
which is perfect for situations where there may be high
levels of humidity.
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Louvered Sliding Panels
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Louvered Sliding
Panels
Louvered Sliding Panels Provide
both style and privacy to your
pergola with lightweight louvres that
can be adjusted to control light light
and provide more or less privacy
to suit your needs. In a selection
of colours they are the perfect way
to complement your pergola and
provide an alternative to glazing or
zip blinds. They also provide a lovely
hint of continental style!
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Accessories

78 | Screener Zip

Lighting LED spot

Lighting LED strip

Heating options

Request A Quotation
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Colour Choices

Colour Choices
All our Pergolas come in a variety of colour combinations for both the construction and the louvres including
custom colours from the RAL colour palette and a stylish wood effect at a small extra charge. Listed below are
the colour options for each model. The colour choices for the Pro Air range are listed within that section.

Model

Vista

Construction

9010ST
Colour
Cream White
similar to
RAL9010

9007
Colour Grey
aluminium
RAL9007

7016ST
Colour
Anthracite Metallic
similar to
RAL7016

Louvres

Any colour
from the
RAL palette
(extra charge)
+ 8%

Wood-like
varnish
(extra charge)
+ 15%

9010ST
Colour
Cream White
similar to
RAL9010

9010
Colour
Cream White
similar to
RAL9010

Construction

Elegancy

9010ST
Colour
Cream White
similar to
RAL9010

9007
Colour Grey
aluminium
RAL9007

7016ST
Colour
Anthracite Metallic
similar to
RAL7016

9007
Colour Grey
aluminium

7016ST
Colour
Anthracite Metallic

Any colour
from the
RAL palette
(extra charge)
+ 12%

Wood-like
varnish
(extra charge)
+ 20%

Wind Resistant Beams

Any colour
from the
RAL palette
(extra charge)
+ 8%

Wood-like
varnish
(extra charge)
+ 15%

9016
Colour White

1013
Colour Cream

Any colour from the
RAL palette
(extra charge) + 5%

Standard Fabric Colours (TechProtect)

white/white

grey/light
grey

cream/cream

grey/cream

Bordeaux/
cream

Anthracite/
cream

taupe/cream

green/cream

Construction

Light

9010ST
Colour
Cream White
similar to
RAL9010

9007
Colour Grey
aluminium
RAL9007

7016ST
Colour
Anthracite Metallic
similar to
RAL7016

TechProtect (in standard)
SOLTIS W 96 (extra charge)
Serge 600 SOLAR (extra charge)

Louvres

Any colour
from the
RAL palette
(extra charge)
+ 8%

Wood-like
varnish
(extra charge)
+ 15%

9016
Colour White

1013
Colour Cream

Any colour from the
RAL palette
(extra charge) + 5%

Standard Fabric Colours (TechProtect)

white/white

grey/light
grey

cream/cream

grey/cream

Bordeaux/
cream

Anthracite/
cream

taupe/cream

green/cream

TechProtect (in standard)
SOLTIS W 96 (extra charge)
Serge 600 SOLAR (extra charge)
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Model

Loft

Construction

9010ST
Colour
Cream White
similar to
RAL9010

7016ST
Colour
Anthracite Metallic
similar to
RAL7016

9007
Colour Grey
aluminium
RAL9007

Wind Resistant Beams

Any colour
from the
RAL palette
(extra charge)
+ 8%

Wood-like
varnish
(extra charge)
+ 15%

9016
Colour White

1013
Colour Cream

Any colour from the
RAL palette
(extra charge) + 5%

Standard Fabric Colours (TechProtect)

white/white

grey/light
grey

cream/cream

grey/cream

Bordeaux/
cream

Anthracite/
cream

taupe/cream

green/cream

Construction

Simple

9010ST
Colour Cream White
similar to
RAL9010

7016ST
Colour Anthracite Metallic similar to
RAL7016

TechProtect (in standard)
SOLTIS W 96 (extra charge)
Serge 600 SOLAR (extra charge)

Wind Resistant Beams

Any colour from
the
RAL palette
(extra charge)
+ 8%

Wood-like
varnish
(extra charge)
+ 15%

9016
Colour White

1013
Colour Cream

Any colour from the
RAL palette
(extra charge) + 5%

Standard Fabric Colours (TechProtect)

white/white

grey/light
grey

cream/cream

grey/cream

Bordeaux/
cream

Anthracite/
cream

taupe/cream

Construction

Wave

9010ST
Colour Cream White
similar to
RAL9010

7016ST
Colour Anthracite Metallic similar to
RAL7016

green/cream

TechProtect (in standard)
SOLTIS W 96 (extra charge)
Serge 600 SOLAR (extra charge)

Wind Resistant Beams

Any colour from
the
RAL palette
(extra charge)
+ 8%

Wood-like
varnish
(extra charge)
+ 15%

7016ST
Colour Anthracite Metallic similar to RAL7016

1013
Colour Cream

Any colour from the
RAL palette
(extra charge) + 5%

Standard Fabric Colours (TechProtect)

white/white

grey/light
grey
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cream/cream

grey/cream

Bordeaux/
cream

Anthracite/
cream

taupe/cream

green/cream

TechProtect (in standard)
SOLTIS W 96 (extra charge)
Serge 600 SOLAR (extra charge)

Model

Flat

Construction

9010ST
Colour
Cream White
similar to
RAL9010

9007
Colour Grey
aluminium
RAL9007

7016ST
Colour
Anthracite Metallic
similar to
RAL7016

Wind Resistant Beams

Any colour
from the
RAL palette
(extra charge)
+ 8%

Wood-like
varnish
(extra charge)
+ 15%

9016
Colour White

1013
Colour Cream

Any colour from the
RAL palette
(extra charge) + 5%

Standard Fabric Colours (TechProtect)

white/white

grey/light
grey

cream/cream

grey/cream

Bordeaux/
cream

Anthracite/
cream

taupe/cream

Construction

Cubic

9010ST
Colour
Cream White
similar to
RAL9010

9007
Colour Grey
aluminium
RAL9007

7016ST
Colour
Anthracite Metallic
similar to
RAL7016

green/cream

TechProtect (in standard)
SOLTIS W 96 (extra charge)
Serge 600 SOLAR (extra charge)

Wind Resistant Beams

Any colour
from the
RAL palette
(extra charge)
+ 8%

Wood-like
varnish
(extra charge)
+ 15%

Standard Fabric Colours (TechProtect)

white/white

grey/light
grey

cream/cream

grey/cream

Bordeaux/
cream

Anthracite/
cream

taupe/cream

green/cream

TechProtect (in standard)
SOLTIS W 96 (extra charge)
Serge 600 SOLAR (extra charge)

Request A Quotation
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“Excellent product, terrific team...
Charlie was helpful and easy to deal with and
gave good advice on pre-order inspection of
the site. The team who came from Yorkshire
to us in Devon were friendly, efficient and
work hard. We are delighted with the result
and the pergola will be a great addition to
our home.”

Five Star Quality every time!

“Thank you Charlie and team!”

Tim & Caroline, Devon

Request A Quotation

Visit us at our showroom
by pre-booked appointment:
Unit 1
Twydale Business Park
Skerne Road
Driffield YO25 6JX

charlie@yorkshirepergolas.co.uk
Call now to find out more
Premium Partners of Yorkshire Pergolas

07939 121987

